ABSTRACT: The adhesion and proliferation of bacteria on abiotic surfaces pose challenges related to human infection, including subsequent formation of antibiotic-resistant biofilms in both healthcare and industrial applications. Although the design of antibacterial materials is a longstanding effort, the surface properties that modulate adhesion of viable bacteria—the critical first step in biofilm formation—have been difficult to decouple. This partial and limited success is due chiefly to two factors. First, bacteria cells exhibit multiple, complex adhesion mechanisms that vary with bacteria strain, rapid genetic mutations within a given strain, and mutable environmental stimuli such as nutrient levels and fluid velocities. Second, there exist only a limited number of studies that systematically characterize or vary the physical, chemical, and mechanical properties of potential antimicrobial materials. Here, we briefly review the dominant strategies for antimicrobial material surface design, including the advantages and limitations of approaches developed via synthetic and natural polymers. We then consider polyelectrolyte multilayers (PEMs) as a versatile materials platform to adopt and integrate these strategies, as well as to elucidate the individual contributions of tunable material properties that limit viable bacteria adhesion. Together, these findings suggest that PEMs can be tailored to leverage the key advantages of bacterial adhesion resistance, contact killing, and biocide leaching strategies for a wide range of antimicrobial surface applications.

I. Introduction

The adhesion of bacteria cells to material surfaces and interfaces represents the first step in bacterial colonization (the proliferation of bacteria into multicelled communities) as well as bacterial biofilm maturation (the development of three-dimensional communities encapsulated by a self-generated polysaccharide matrix). This surface colonization has direct and indirect implications for human health and the environment. Approximately 64% of hospital-acquired infections worldwide are attributed to attachment of viable bacteria to medical devices and implants, with associated annual mortality of 100,000 persons in the US alone. Mature biofilms on such device surfaces and interfaces are notoriously resistant to antibiotic remediation. Beyond direct human contact, bacterial adhesion to aqueous distribution systems leads to biofilm formation, a process termed biofouling, which can alter fluid flow rates, accelerate mechanical degradation of materials comprising pipes, seals, and nuclear waste vessels, and ultimately compromise water quality.

Bacterial adhesion and biofilms can also be utilized for human advantage, including the in vitro culture of bacteria for basic study, degradation of organic matter in wastewater treatment vessels, bioremediation of contaminated groundwater via degradation of oils and heavy metals, and selective extraction of precious metals from mixed ores. The goals of this Perspective are to outline the key challenges associated with the control of bacteria adhesion to surfaces and to identify important material characteristics that can be utilized to inhibit or promote bacterial adhesion and biofilm formation. Further, it will be suggested that layer-by-layer assembled polyelectrolyte multilayers are an ideal materials platform for studying and controlling the interface between surfaces and bacterial cells and for creating effective antibacterial coatings.

It is clear that adhesion of viable bacteria to material surfaces is a necessary condition for biofilm formation in both hygienic and industrial contexts. However, this adhesion process is sufficiently complex that engineered prevention and promotion of bacterial adhesion remains an elusive goal. As outlined in Figure 1, the basic stages of bacterial adhesion are generally described by a two-stage kinetic binding model: an initial, rapid, and easily reversible interaction between the bacteria cell surface and the material surface, followed by a second stage that includes specific and nonspecific interactions between so-called adhesin proteins expressed on bacterial surface structures (fimbriae or pili) and binding molecules on the material surface; this step is slowly reversible and often termed irreversible. Many different types of long- and short-range attractive forces have been suggested as mediating the binding of bacteria to surfaces. Technically, both the first and second stages of adhesion can be modulated on abiotic surfaces (i.e., surfaces that do not present adhesin-binding molecules and proteins to the bacterium) because the surface characteristics that directly affect rapid stage I bacterial adhesion can also affect adsorption of soluble proteins that would alter subsequent stage II adhesion.

Several quantifiable material surface characteristics have been proposed to directly impact stage I bacterial adhesion. These factors include material surface roughness, charge, degree of hydrophobicity, Lewis acid—base character, and hydrogen-bonding capacity. However, across the range of studies reported, few of these factors appear to augment adhesion consistently. For example, increased surface roughness is proposed to increase bacterial adhesion due to the increased available surface area. This is a plausible argument, but Teixeira et al. reported that both smooth and rough urethane surfaces reduced...
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adhesion of Staphylococcus epidermidis (S. epidermidis), and other studies which have observed a potential influence of surface roughness do not quantify these effects to a degree of statistical significance and have not identified a threshold roughness metric below which adhesion is mitigated. Likewise, some studies have posited surface charge and/or hydrophobicity as critical to stage I adhesion efficiency, under the reasoning that these surface properties modulate long- and mid-range forces and the capacity of bacteria to access the material surface in aqueous environments. However, other studies with similar or different bacteria species and strains find no correlation with hydrophobicity and suggest instead the Lewis acid–base character (capacity for charge transfer between bacteria cells and material surface functional groups) as the key determinant. The presence of cationic groups or polymers has been correlated with potent antimicrobial effects in some studies, but certain studies have found that cationic surfaces are not immune to bacterial adhesion...
and biofouling. The Lewis acid–base concept has been captured more generally by the total interaction energy ΔGbsm between the bacterium, solvent, and material surface described by Van Oss. Our own work has demonstrated a strong correlation between the mechanical stiffness of a material surface and the adhesion of viable S. epidermidis and Escheria coli (E. coli), but was constrained to the specific case of polyelectrolyte multilayer films for which surface charge and total interaction energy were statistically indistinguishable. Thus, it is clear that additional systematic studies that decouple and weigh the relative contributions of these surface characteristics to bacterial adhesion are required.

Certainly, it is generally accepted that the surface characteristics of the bacterium cell envelope also contribute to the adhesion process (Figure 2). Bacteria can be classified by these properties, with the coarsest descriptor being the cell shape (e.g., spherical cocci such as S. epidermidis and cylindrical bacilli such as E. coli), and are of ~1 μm length or diameter. These shapes are correlated with the types of cytoskeletal proteins expressed in each species as well as genotypic variants that define so-called strains within a species. The expression of these cytoskeletal proteins may also relate to dominant adhesive mechanisms, but this correlation is not yet fully established. Bacteria are also commonly classified as Gram positive or Gram negative, which refers to a staining procedure. Gram(+) bacteria such as S. epidermidis exhibit an outermost multilayered peptidoglycan cell wall, embedded with teichoic acid polymers, atop the inner cell membrane that can include ion channels and protein receptors. In contrast, Gram(−) bacteria such as E. coli exhibit a single peptidoglycan layer between a lipopolysaccharide-rich outer layer and phospholipid-rich inner layer. Bacteria also exhibit several classifications of fimbrial structures (pili) that extend from the cell wall and are of < 10 nm diameter. These filamentous structures can comprise organized columns of protein receptors (e.g., FimH in Gram(−) E. coli) that bind specifically to extracellular molecular ligands (e.g., mannose) and have been shown to exhibit catch-bond strengthening of the ligand–receptor complexes under fluid shear flow. Beyond this initial structural variation and complexity, the various strains within a given species can modulate each of these classifications over multiple genetic mutations that may occur during expansion of a monoclonal population of a given strain. Notably, the American Tissue Culture Collection which sources many available species is not intended to document or archive the characteristics of commercially available strains of a given species such as E. coli. Thus, general conclusions of bacteria adhesion mechanisms to defined material surfaces are difficult to reach if the structural characteristics of the bacteria are not also documented.

Finally, it should be noted that the environmental conditions over which bacteria strains have evolved and thrive vary tremendously, including variables such as temperature, concentrations of glucose and oxygen, and sustained fluid shear flows. Thus, even for a single strain and material surface, environmental stimuli can change the relative importance of both adhesion mechanisms and surface characteristics. In summary, the range of contradictory reports identifying the most significant factors in bacterial adhesion underscores the concept that there is not a singular material feature or bacterial characteristic that completely describes or controls bacterial adhesion. With these considerations in mind, we next discuss the general strategies to study and modify bacterial adhesion for antibacterial applications.

II. Dominant Strategies for Antibacterial Surface Design

Despite the potentially daunting complexity of bacteria populations and of materials surface characteristics, there has been
admirable progress in the development of three general strategies to limit colonization of material surfaces (Figure 3).

The first approach has focused on adhesion resistance or reducing the capacity of bacteria to achieve stage I and/or stage II adhesion. Newer strategies to achieve this adhesion resistance have focused on superhydrophobic surfaces (in this case, aqueous suspensions of bacteria have limited contact with the surface) created via a combination of chemical modifications such as addition of perfluorinated molecules and surface topography modifications.34,35

The second approach has focused on contact killing, which instead seeks to biochemically induce death (e.g., via cell lysis) of bacteria that have adhered stably to a surface. This has generally been approached via conjugation of a material surface with antibiotic functional groups. These include antimicrobial peptides, which are constrained by species and strain specificity, or compounds that display positive charges that are theorized to penetrate the cell membrane or induce cation exchange that disrupts the membrane integrity and induces cell lysis. These compounds include quaternary ammonium salts,36 guanidine polymers,37 and phosphonium salts.38 Chitosan is a natural agent derived from the deacetylation of chitin, a polysaccharide found in crustacean shells, which functions similarly to these polycation compounds but does not elicit an immunological response; this approach has thus been adopted in antibacterial applications such as children’s clothing.

The third approach has focused on biocide leaching, in which cytotoxic compounds are released and diffuse over time from a material surface, inducing death either of nearby (but non-adhered) bacteria or of adhered bacteria. This is in fact the oldest method for antibacterial surface design, in that fabrication of drinking vessels and utensils from silver was an ancient strategy. Additionally, controlled release of the above antibiotic compounds via polymer degradation or erosion has been adopted as a specific example of drug delivery polymer coatings for applications ranging from drug eluting cardiovascular stents to orthopedic implants.39–44 Next, we will review the successes and limitations of these strategies, as demonstrated via polyelectrolyte multilayers.

III. PEMs as a Materials Platform To Leverage Antibacterial Strategies

Nano- and microstructured polymeric materials are playing an increasing role in the design and creation of surfaces capable of controlling systematically the attachment of living cells, both prokaryotic and eukaryotic.30,45–59 Of particular interest from both a fundamental and practical standpoint are polymeric systems that mimic natural, highly hydrated environments defined by multiple length scales (from nano to micro to macro).60–62 As a result, many such polymeric systems are comprised of hydrophilic polymers, both synthetic and natural, and are capable of being manipulated into molecular and supramolecular organizations with controllable length scales, surface chemistries, and mechanical properties. As noted previously, the incorporation of charged polymers (or molecular segments), especially polycations, is particularly useful in the design of antibacterial surfaces. In this regard, polyelectrolyte multilayers (PEMs) provide numerous opportunities for designing model surfaces and surface structures that can be used to explore the key physical and chemical parameters needed to controllably direct, inhibit, or promote cell attachment. The aqueous, adsorption-based layer-by-layer assembly process used to create PEMs is also ideally suited for controlling molecular architecture at the nanoscale and for the conformal coating of complex shapes such as stents and implantable electrode arrays. In addition, the PEM assembly scheme is amenable to incorporation of a broad range of polymers, nanoparticles,63,64 proteins,65 drugs,66 and even cells.60,67

In this Perspective, we use PEMs as a vehicle for exploring the challenges, issues, and opportunities associated with the development of nanostructured polymeric systems as biomaterials that can control functionalities of adjacent and adhered cells, including bacterial functionalities such as adhesion and survival.

A. Assembly and Tunable Properties of Polyelectrolyte Multilayers. PEMs are typically assembled one “molecular layer” at a time by adsorption from aqueous solution. The layer-by-layer process is illustrated in Figure 4 in its simplest form. Spray and spin assembly are also possible.68–71 Layer-by-layer (LbL) assembly involves dipping a substrate alternately into solutions containing positively or negatively charged species to construct a surface coating with nanoscale control over thickness,72 molecular architecture,73–75 and surface chemistry.76 Other secondary bonding interactions such as hydrogen bonds can also be used to drive the assembly process.77–79 Note that, despite the multilayer nomenclature used to describe the end result of LbL assembly, the final PEM films are usually not comprised of well-defined striated layers but rather of highly interpenetrated layers.

To create multilayer constructs with the ability to mediate cell attachment and spreading or to confer antibacterial capabilities, it is necessary to understand the factors that control the resultant molecular organization of a PEM.
Ultimately, it is not simply a matter of choosing the appropriate macromolecule partners, but rather manipulating the way the oppositely charged polymer partners are blended together. The goal of such manipulation is to control important parameters such as ionic cross-link density, the density and availability of free, nonpolymer partner functional groups, and the surface composition (which may or may not be similar to the internal composition). Many of the varied and disparate observations regarding the response of cells (mammalian or bacterial) to seemingly similar multilayer systems are a direct consequence of the vastly different ways two polymers can be blended together at the molecular level under different assembly conditions. For example, the pH-controlled molecular level blending of poly(acrylic acid) (PAA) and poly(allylamine hydrochloride) (PAH) has been used to create PEMs that either resist or promote the attachment of mammalian cells. To create thin film coatings with controllable nano- and microstructural features, it is usually necessary to also engage post-assembly treatments that induce suitable molecular rearrangements. When one factors in the possibility of large-scale diffusion of polymers during the assembly or postassembly process, or the more complex inter- and intramolecular interactions possible with ionogenic polymers with strong hydrogen-bonding capability (as in the case of polypeptides), it becomes clear that a simple set of design rules allowing the prediction of the resultant molecular organizations of all layer-by-layer assembled polymer pairs is an unrealistic expectation. However, there is a rapidly increasing number of empirical studies on the composition and/or characterization of a wide range of PEM systems, which can eventually enable correlations among structure, processing, and properties to be established. There are also an increasing number of studies on cell—PEM interactions, and the impact of these reports can be strengthened by fuller characterization of the PEM surface, physical, and chemical properties.

In addition to anticipated polymer related parameters such as polymer concentration, molecular weight, composition, and architecture, the key processing parameters often used to manipulate the molecular organization of water processed PEMs are ionic strength and solution pH. Over the years, we have favored the use of solution pH as a means to manipulate the structure and properties of PEMs assembled from weak polyelectrolytes. For instance, the weak polyelectrolytes poly(acrylic acid) and poly(allylamine hydrochloride), with a strong pH dependence on degree of ionization, can be assembled under different pH conditions to create films with significantly different layer thicknesses and compositions. Densities of free (not ionically partnered) functional groups, and elastic moduli. The use of weak polyelectrolytes to assemble PEMs also enables the possibility of using pH-based postassembly treatments to further manipulate structure and molecular organization. As will become apparent, many PEMs with antimicrobial capabilities contain weak polyelectrolytes in the form of antimicrobial synthetic polymers, polysaccharides, and/or polypeptides or contain free functional groups that are capable of binding releasable antimicrobial agents such as silver ions. In both cases, it is critically important to create a multilayer organization that presents its relevant functional groups in a biologically or chemically active form.

In order to exploit the full power of the pH-controlled assembly of weak polyelectrolytes, it is necessary to understand a few key characteristics of PEM assembly that are often overlooked. First, when dealing with the assembly of a pair of oppositely charged weak polyelectrolytes, it is critically important to recognize that the pH of a given polymer solution can influence the degree of ionization of both the adsorbing polymer and the previously adsorbed polymer. This provides a level of complexity that, if understood, opens up the ability to systematically control all of the critical structural, physical, and chemical parameters mentioned above. Second, the effective pKₐ of a weak polyelectrolyte can change significantly when the polymer is assembled into a multilayer. This means that the degree of ionization of a polymer chain in solution can change substantially during the assembly process. For example, in the layer-by-layer assembly of PAA and PAH with both polymer solutions adjusted to pH 2.5, the degree of ionization of PAA changes from less than 5% in solution to about 30% when incorporated within the PEM film. Additionally, the effective pKₐ of the carboxylic acid groups of PAA can change from a solution value of between 5.5 and 6.5 to about 2.5 when assembled into a multilayer with PAH. This latter value is more characteristic of the pKₐ values found for the carboxylic acid groups of amino acids. For the amine groups of weak polycations such as PAH, shifts in pKₐ from solution values of about 8.5 down to as low as 4 have been observed in PEMs containing the strong polyanion poly(styrenesulfonic acid), which is commonly abbreviated as either PSS or SPS.

Experimental verification of the film thickness, roughness, and mechanical properties of PEMs is an important but challenging aspect of engineering applications such as the design of cell substrata. Although noncontact methods such as in situ ellipsometry have been utilized extensively to infer the thickness of PEMs in air and in fluid, atomic force microscopes have been more recently leveraged to determine all three of these PEM parameters within a single characterization instrument. Determination of mechanical properties such as the Young’s elastic modulus of such thin (typically submicrometer), compliant films is a longstanding challenge, for which atomic force microscopy-enabled indentation has been increasingly employed. Outstanding challenges in accurate estimation of elastic properties of hydrated, swollen films include stable hydration, salt molarity, and pH state during measurements; objective identification of the contact point at which mechanical loading commences normal to the film surface; proper deconvolution of the effects of finite thickness and mechanical contributions of underlying layers such as rigid glass supports; and reasonable approximations of the constitutive law that best describes the film as elastic, viscoelastic, and/or poroelastic over the range of imposed strains. These issues are topics of current research, and at present the typical approach is to minimize applied strain and finite-thickness artifacts via indentation of “thick” films with indenter probes of “large” radii. Richer comparisons of elastic moduli and other mechanical properties among PEM films, biological films, and other synthetic polymers will be aided by progress in this area. Alternatively, elastic moduli of sufficiently stiff PEMs can be inferred from noncontact approaches such as film buckling.

We note that the instantaneous elastic modulus of PEMs and other materials is not necessarily the most important mechanical property of synthetic cell substrata that impacts bacterial cell adhesion and adhesive mechanisms; however, it is the one that is estimated most straightforwardly from indentation experiments and is thus the most widely reported mechanical property that can be compared currently among polymeric thin films.
With the above background information, we next review current progress in the development of PEMs with the ability to control and/or combat bacterial colonization of surfaces. In particular, we discuss the implementation of each of the three dominant antibacterial surface strategies and highlight the opportunity to integrate these distinct strategies within a single PEM platform.

B. Adhesion-Resistant PEMs. Bacteria-resistant surfaces are intended to prevent stable bacterial adhesion, typically in aqueous or humid environments. This strategy is often combined with one of the bacteriocidal strategies discussed subsequently, under the assumption that bacteriocidal effects are maintained over longer durations if bacterial adhesion can also be minimized. Since adhesion-resistant coatings may or may not include a bacteria-killing component and can have elastic moduli in the hydrated state that span a very wide range, it is often difficult to compare coatings within and between different studies to identify which coating characteristics contribute most strongly to a reduction in the number of bacteria colonies attached to a surface. As will be discussed shortly, in some cases, significant changes in bacterial adhesion efficiency can be modulated solely by changes in the elastic moduli of hydrated polymer surfaces.

One emerging strategy for creating bacteria-resistant surfaces involves the exploitation of hydrophilic polymers or polymer segments that are capable of strong hydrogen-bonding interactions with water. Poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) immobilized or grafted onto surfaces forms a highly hydrated layer that significantly curtails adsorption of protein and adhesion of platelets, and tissue cells attributable to PEG’s strong affinity for water molecules. Boulmedais et al. have incorporated PEG into polyelectrolyte multilayers by attaching PEG to the backbone of poly(l-glutamic acid) (PGA), a negatively charged, weak polyacid biopolymer, and assembling it at pH 7.4 with the positively charged, anti-polyelectrolyte that, in principle, can be assembled into PEMs.120 As a result, antibacterial strategies based on surface-modification with PEG may be critical in antibacterial applications.126 Determination of the mechanisms governing bacterial mechanosensitivity under these conditions, including the role that substrata mechanical stiffness may play in the rupture forces and lifetimes of adhesive ligand–receptor interactions, is the subject of ongoing studies. However, it is clear that the interaction of bacteria with hydrated polymer surfaces can be strongly mediated by mechanical cues and properties and, in some cases, may be the dominant mechanism in play.

C. Contact-Killing PEMs. Over many years, the cytotoxic properties of polyacids in solution have been documented. As a result, antibacterial strategies based on surface-immobilized polyacids have been widely explored. Cationic contact-killing surfaces are now well established and often contain polymers with hydrophobic alkyl side chains that enhance antimicrobial activity.60,121,122 There is an emerging understanding, however, that cationic contact killing of certain bacteria can occur with polymers of sufficient charge density even without hydrophobic alkyl chains. A number of mechanisms have been put forth to explain how cationic molecules ultimately lead to cell death, although it is still unclear exactly how this broad class of antimicrobial agents function. In addition to charge density, chain mobility is an important factor for successful cell-membrane disruption. Studies of tissue-cell cytotoxicity have found that cationic charges along rigid polymer backbones have lower toxicity than cationic charges along flexible backbones because the rigidity makes it more difficult for multiple charges to interact simultaneously with the cell membrane. Charge mobility has also been found to be critical in antibacterial applications.
Although many of the polycations utilized to assemble PEMS have high linear charge densities, typical arrangements of these polycations within a multilayer do not confer any antibacterial activity; this lack of potency is because of the strong coupling with the polyanionic assembling partner. By varying PEM assembly and/or postassembly pH conditions, PEMS can be engineered to present a sufficient density of cationic charge associated with highly mobile chain segments. Without the addition of any specifically biocidal species, these PEMS then display effective cationic contact-killing abilities. For example, PEMS comprising poly(allylamine hydrochloride) and sulfonated poly(styrene) assembled at high pH contain many pockets of hydrophobically associated amine groups. As assembled, these films do not act as contact-killing surfaces. Upon exposure to low pH, the hydrophobic pockets are protonated, exposing mobile, cationic rich polymer segments with potent antimicrobial capabilities. Similar results have been found for other PEM systems engineered to expose mobile cationic segments (free to explore multiple conformations in the hydrated state). Polyacrylamide assembled with poly(acrylic acid) via hydrogen bonding at low-pH assembly conditions, and subsequently thermally cross-linked to prevent disassociation at physiological pH conditions, produces a highly hydrated film known to be cytophobic. In agreement with the work described above, we show in Figure 6 that these highly swollen, mechanically compliant films also limit adhesion of viable *S. epidermidis* bacteria to PAA/PAAm substrata under immersed conditions as a function of the assembly pH of an additional PAH layer (gray). PAH assembled at pH ≥ 10 eliminates bacterial adhesion completely (red). Untreated glass (black) shown as control. Error bars are standard deviations.

Subsequent exposure to physiological pH conditions exposes the cationic charge of free PAH segments, creating an effective antibacterial contact-killing surface. The changes in antibacterial behavior are not simply related to changes in film thickness, as a large increase in thickness was observed when the outermost PAH layer was adsorbed at pH 8.6 (thickness increases to 160 nm). In summary, Figure 6 shows that bacteria adhesion efficiency increases with increasing substrata stiffness over the considered range. As-assembled PAA/PAAm PEMs are highly swollen and compliant, and few bacteria adhere. Adsorption of PAH at pH ~9.0 imparts increased substrata stiffness and correlates with increased bacteria adhesion. When PAH is adsorbed at higher pH (pH >10), however, a surface is created with sufficient cationic charge to induce bacterial death. This is another example of manipulation of PEM assembly and postassembly conditions to create an antibacterial surface from a combination of polymers which, when incorporated within a multilayer, are typically considered nontoxic and nonbacteriocidal.
As noted above, many researchers have focused on incorporating chitosan into multilayers, a naturally occurring, biocompatible cationic antibacterial polysaccharide that has been shown to disrupt bacterial cell membrane integrity.\textsuperscript{49,110} Although many mechanisms of action have been proposed, chitosan and its derivatives have been shown to bind to the negatively charged bacterial cell membrane and cause leakage, both when used in solution and when immobilized on surfaces.\textsuperscript{131} When suitably assembled in a PEM, chitosan's cationic charges are able to interact with bacteria that attempt to adhere to the surface.\textsuperscript{49,110} It is therefore not surprising to find that PEMs presenting chitosan as the outermost layer typically exhibit higher antimicrobial activity,\textsuperscript{127} although cationic surface display in and of itself will not necessarily result in potent antibacterial properties. Studies have shown that chitosan can control bacteria-induced postharvest rot and that this effect increases with increasing concentrations of chitosan.\textsuperscript{132,133} For example, Figure 7 shows that chitosan/pectin PEMs successfully delayed the onset of fruit rotting in refrigerated storage conditions for almost 2 weeks, in comparison to films wrapped in polypropylene or kept in air.\textsuperscript{126}

Assembly conditions such as pH and ionic strength influence strongly chitosan's antibacterial properties due to differences in the density and mobility of chitosan chain segments at the film surface.\textsuperscript{9,110} Clearly, assembly conditions must be selected that produce a multilayer film with a surface enriched in relatively mobile chitosan chain segments (i.e., not overly constrained by secondary bonds with the assembling partner). The swellability and hydrated mechanical compliance of the PEM are also factors that could influence antibacterial activity. It is important to note that chitosan in PEMs has been shown to be more effective at reducing bacteria adhesion to surfaces than either a single layer of adsorbed chitosan\textsuperscript{128} or covalently grafted chitosan.\textsuperscript{127} When compared to chitosan adsorption onto a corona-treated polypropylene film, a chitosan-containing multilayer presented a higher density of chitosan on the surface, thus increasing the antibacterial capacity.

Quaternary ammonium compounds (QACs) have been widely used to create nonleaching biocidal surfaces.\textsuperscript{134} The antibacterial activity of QACs combined with hydrophobic alkyl chains has been attributed to a possible "hole-poking" mechanism.\textsuperscript{36} QACs have been grafted to the surface of PEMs and have been grafted onto other charged polymers used in the PEM assembly process.\textsuperscript{135,136} In agreement with other studies showing that surface-grafted QACs are more effective against Gram(+) strains than Gram(−) strains,\textsuperscript{134} QACs grafted onto charged polyelectrolytes and assembled into multilayers show higher levels of Gram(+) cytotoxicity.\textsuperscript{136} The decreased Gram(−) killing is attributed to the more complicated cell membrane structure of Gram(−) bacteria (see Figure 2). For more comprehensive discussion of alternate polymer grafting approaches, we refer the reader to several recent articles.\textsuperscript{137–139}

Incorporating other known antimicrobial agents as one of the layer components in a PEM is another effective means of killing bacteria. The cationic antimicrobial protein, hen egg white lysozyme (HEWL), displayed contact-killing properties when applied as the outermost layer of a PEM.\textsuperscript{65} Other lysozymes in multilayers have also successfully killed bacteria.\textsuperscript{140} Polyguanidines, another class of biocidal polycations, have also been used as the cationic species in electrostatic LbL deposition.\textsuperscript{141}

Antibacterial peptides, short sequences of amino acids (<50 AAs) that participate in the innate immune defense against microorganisms, have been immobilized on surfaces using the LbL technique. Antimicrobial peptide mimics have recently been developed,\textsuperscript{142,143} which may also prove useful in this regard. Although the mechanism is still unclear, it appears that the antibacterial peptides are able to form channels in the bacterial membrane and cause the cell to lyse.\textsuperscript{144,145} One of the major benefits of surface immobilization of antibacterial peptides is the ability to create localized doses that are sufficient to effectively kill bacteria. Etienne et al. used the positive charge of one such antimicrobial peptide, defensin, to layer the peptide atop negatively charged polyelectrolytes.\textsuperscript{146} The authors note the versatility of this technique for immobilizing antibacterial peptides; multiple layers incorporating antimicrobial peptides easily increase the peptide concentration, and the electrostatic nature of the deposition allows more than one kind of peptide to be incorporated. In this study, the PEMs were only antimicrobial when the final layer was positively charged poly(1-lysine) (PLL), indicating that a positive surface charge was necessary for negatively charged bacteria to adhere to the surface and interact with the incorporated antimicrobial peptide. Figure 8 supports this hypothesis, showing that bacteria were deeply embedded in the film (and hence able to interact with incorporated defensin) when PLL was the final layer but bacteria only laid on top of the films when the polyanion, poly(1-glutamic acid), was the outermost layer. Guymard et al. have incorporated the hydrophobic antibacterial peptide gramicidin A by complexing the peptide with an anionic amphiphilic polysaccharide, thereby creating a charged species that could be involved in electrostatic LbL deposition.\textsuperscript{147}

Various other contact-killing species have been incorporated into PEMs. Titania (TiO\textsubscript{2}), known to create biocidal radicals upon UV-irradiation, has been built directly into multilayers for long-term antimicrobial surfaces.\textsuperscript{130} Recently, Corbitt et al. have demonstrated poly(phenylene ethynylene)-type conjugated PEM microspheres that entrap and oxidatively kill bacteria when activated within the visible light spectrum.\textsuperscript{148} Reduction of certain polyoxometalates...
affecting human cells. 

Silver ions act by binding to thiol groups on bacterial membranes, increasing cell membrane permeability, and entering the cell itself, binding to DNA and preventing replication. 

Bacterial adhesion as a function of the charge of the last polymer layer assembled in LbL films. Confocal microscopy images of relations between (A) E. coli (green) and a film in which poly((ε-caprolactone) (PGA, red) is the final layer and (B) E. coli (red) and a film in which PLL (green) is the final layer (B). Note that the bacteria rarely come into contact with the film in which PGA is the final layer, while they are found to be in close contact with the film when PLL was the outermost layer. Scanning electron microscopy images of E. coli on a film in which PGA is the final layer (C) and a film in which PLL is the final layer (D). Note that on the film in which PLL is the final layer the bacteria seem to be embedded in the multilayer structure (arrows). Removal of one bacterium (inset, panel D) reveals a clear impression in the multilayer film. Scale bars = 1 μm (from ref 146).

(POMs) (clusters of transition metals) in PEMs has also been used to kill bacteria by oxidizing the bacterial cell membrane and inhibiting growth. 

Metallic silver, a known bactericide since ancient times, slowly releases bacteria toxic silver ions and can interact directly with cell membranes in nanoparticle form. 

Silver ions act by binding to thiol groups on bacterial membranes, increasing cell membrane permeability, and entering the cell itself, binding to DNA and preventing replication. Silver is effective against a broad spectrum of bacterial strains while minimally affecting human cells.

One strategy for incorporating silver into PEMs has involved treating the PEM film as a nanoreactor within which silver ions can be incorporated directly during the assembly process and subsequently reduced to form silver nanoparticles. Preformed silver nanoparticles have also been assembled into multilayers during the dipping—assembly process. With a suitable choice of polymer partners and assembly conditions, it is possible to create multilayers that contain a large fraction of free (nonpolymer bound) functional groups that can be used to bind metallic ions. The net result is a multilayer that can serve as a releasable nanoreactor for the synthesis of a wide range of different nanoparticles, with control over nanoparticle size and spatial location. For example, PAH/PAA multilayers assembled at low pH (< 3.5) contain an abundance of free carboxylic acid groups that can bind Ag⁺ ions or other precursors. Reduction to nanoparticles has been accomplished by a variety of methods including chemical reduction, heating, and UV-irradiation. The size of the resultant nanoparticles can be controlled by modifying pH, silver-precursor concentration, or the number of Ag⁺ ion loading cycles. The surface density and arrangement of the resultant silver nanoparticles have also been tailored by varying the number of PEM bilayers and the number of silver reduction cycles. An alternative scheme for creating nanoparticles within weak polyelectrolyte multilayers includes immersing the preformed multilayer into a solution of low enough pH to protonate some of the carboxylic acid groups previously engaged in ionic pairs with a polycation. In this case, the cationic ammonium groups of the polycation can be used to bind anionic precursors to nanoparticles. The number of binding sites available for precursors can also be controlled by using suitably designed copolymers. Another approach to include silver has involved using silver ion-containing liposome aggregates embedded in a PEM support. By raising the temperature above the transition temperature of the vesicles (~34 °C), silver ions were released that effectively killed E. coli populations. Overall, the studies of silver nanoparticle-containing PEMs demonstrate highly effective antibacterial capabilities.

In addition to silver, releasable antibiotics have been incorporated into PEMs. For example, Chuang et al. have created degradable PEMs that controlled release of unmodified gentamicin, an aminoglycoside antibiotic. PEMs have also been used to encapsulate and control release of the antibiotic ciprofloxacin hydrochloride and immunoregulatory cytokines. Triclosan, a biocide that has been shown to block fatty acid synthesis in bacteria and cause cell death, is a hydrophobic drug that is not easily incorporated into multilayers. By encapsulating triclosan in biodegradable polymeric micelles and assembling the micelles into a hydrogen-bonded multilayer, this biocide has been included in PEMs that disassemble under physiological conditions. The rate of film degradation could be tuned by varying the degree of cross-linking within the film. Triclosan has also been loaded into linear—dendritic block copolymer micelles and assembled into PEMs for prolonged release of active drug molecules over a period of weeks. Leaching quaternary ammonium compounds such as centrimide have been included within PEMs. These species act by the “cationic killing effect” in which a cationic molecule is able to bind to and permeabilize or lyse the negatively charged bacterial membrane.

A number of studies have evaluated the uptake/incorporation and release of dyes and model drugs in PEMs but have not yet included bacteria-challenge studies that demonstrate the practical efficacy of these systems. For instance, pH-dependent hydrolytically degradable thin films comprised of degradable polyesters and model anionic drugs have been created for controllable drug release. Drug molecules have been loaded into porous multilayers and released over the course of several days. In addition, low molecular weight hydrophobic model drugs have been encapsulated in and released from PEM hollow-capsule shells.

IV. Combined Antimicrobial Strategies

Generally, multiple antimicrobial strategies have been combined to combat bacteria more effectively. For example, although hen egg white lysozyme-containing PEMs can act as contact
killers with HEWL as the outermost layer, HEWL is also released from the film over time and acts as a leaching biocide. Likewise, PEMs with the antibacterial peptide, gramicidin A, display both contact-killing and peptide leaching. Fu et al. created chitosan/heparin films with silver nanoparticles to include a leaching biocide. Similarly, Bratskaya et al. found that chitosan assembled into a multilayer with carrageenan (a polysaccharide extracted from seaweed) could combat bacteria by contact killing and by preventing adhesion due to the highly swollen, presumably compliant, structure of the multilayer. Silver-loaded PEMs topped with covalently grafted antibacterial quaternary ammonium salts have also proved to be an effective “two-pronged” approach to antibacterial coatings.

Surface-sloughing films that erode top-down have been combined with antibiotic release, both preventing attachment and killing bacteria in solution. In fact, this antibiotic diffusion scheme is part of an interesting tactic for indirect adhesion resistance, based on removal of the outermost contaminated surface layer rather than direct frustration of cell adhesion. This approach leverages hydrolytically biodegradable coatings that shed the outermost surfaces via top-down erosion, preventing stable bacterial attachment. By modifying the number of bilayers and the chemistry of the degrading polymers, both the antibiotic dosage and the release rate could be controlled. Yuan et al. has even assembled silver and titanium-loaded films of chitosan and heparin, thereby combining much functionality into one coating.

**A. Antimicrobial PEM Coatings and Membranes.** The consequences of bacterial infections and biofilm formation plague many fields from medicine to oil and food and water processing. As a result, PEMs need to be effective antimicrobial coatings on a variety of substrates for different applications. Chu et al. have successfully produced an antibacterial coating on titanium alloys, which comprise many orthopedic implants. Others have demonstrated that many of the antimicrobial PEMs discussed above can be applied to cardiovascular implant materials such as poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET), food packaging materials such as polypropylene (PP), biodegradable materials such as poly(lactic acid) membranes, general antiadhesive materials such as poly(tetrafluoroethylene) (PTFE), paper and packaging materials such as cellulose fibers, and microelectronic and electrochemical materials such as silicon wafers and indium tin oxide. Stainable steel and glass have also been used as substrate for such antimicrobial PEMs.

Coating colloidal particles with antibacterial PEMs has enabled additional applications. We have coated magnetic colloidal particles with silver nanoparticle-loaded PEMs that could be directed with a magnetic field to specific locations. Hollow PEM shells of micrometer-scale radii, loaded with silver and goethite nanocrystals, have been prepared to create antibacterial shells that can be directed with an external magnetic field. The interior of these shells could be used as reaction sites, providing confined areas for organic or inorganic materials. Hollow PEM shells have also been engineered to contain antibiotics such as ciprofloxacin hydrochloride and are capable of sustained drug delivery. Controllable amounts of drugs have been loaded both into the PEM shell (leaving the capsule hollow) and into the inner region of the hollow shell.

Free-standing antibacterial PEM films have also been constructed. For example, Podsiadlo et al. developed silver-containing antimicrobial PEMs with mechanical properties similar to nacre and lamellar bone that could be made into free-standing films. Kim et al. have created free-standing triclosan-loaded antimicrobial PEMs that facilitated other-

V. Issues, Challenges, and Opportunities

It is clear that combating bacterial colonization of surfaces requires a multipronged approach, and those surfaces with multiple antibacterial strategies are often more effective. PEMs offer a rich materials space with which to identify key mechanisms for managing interactions with different bacterial strains in a range of environments and to impart all three dominant antibacterial strategies within a single material coating. As noted earlier, we have used weak PEMs to isolate the effects of substrate elasticity on adhesion of *E. coli* and *S. epidermidis*, independently of variations in surface roughness, effective surface charge, and total interaction energy (Figure 5). More attention needs to be paid to how processing parameters such as solution pH and ionic strength control the molecular-level blending of the polymer partners used to construct PEMs and how these in turn relate to physical and mechanical properties of PEM surfaces. Identifying conditions that present the antibacterial components in the multilayer in the most effective manner is critical to the development of successful coatings. One needs to consider not only molecular organizational elements (such as delivering a sufficient density and accessibility of cationic charges to bacteria cell membranes) but also the role mechanical cues play in attracting or repelling bacteria. This is a complex but rich parameter space that, if understood, is sure to enable more effective antibacterial functionality.

Another critically important issue is the efficacy of extrapolating the results of studies of bacteria killing and adhesion to the problem of biofilm formation. The control and eradication of biofilm formation is often a stated goal of many researchers (including us). We have found, however, that the antimicrobial properties of the most mechanically compliant, bacteria-resistant, and cationic contact-killing PEMs developed in our group are only effective in relatively low-nutrient environments (PBS or water). When we tested initial biofilm growth on these surfaces with aggressive biofilm-forming bacteria in a high-nutrient environment, no reduction in initial biofilm growth was visible in comparison to the control samples. It is quite plausible that many of the antibacterial PEMs described in the current literature would suffer the same fate when challenged under similar conditions. The problem of biofilm prevention is a complex one that requires new ideas and strategies before a successful solution emerges, and PEMs can aid in both the understanding of biofilm forming mechanisms and the development of new material strategies.

An interesting possible approach to this problem, biofilm lift-off, may further improve the functionality of antibacterial PEMs, especially in more challenging, nutrient rich environments. As mentioned above, Chuang et al. have prevented bacterial attachment to a coated surface by creating a slowly eroding coating. Other groups have used the hydrophobic-to-hydrophobic phase transitions in temperature-sensitive poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) (PNIPAAm) to release bacteria at various stages of growth. Taking this concept further, we developed a hydrogen-bonded releasable surface that can lift-off a heavily fouling biofilm upon application of a stimulus (e.g., high pH or low temperature) using a temperature- and pH-sensitive PEM described previously. Hydrogen-bonded degradable PEMs have been used previously to create free-standing polymer films but to our knowledge this technique has not been utilized for biofilm removal. “Lift-off” PEMs were designed with a hydrogen-bonded region topped with a supportive electrostatic PEM comprised of fluorescently labeled PAH and iron oxide nanoparticles. The hydrogen-bonded region, consisting of poly(methacrylic acid) (PMAA) and temperature-sensitive PNIPAAm, was not chemically or thermally covalently cross-linked. At low temperature and neutral pH conditions, the hydrogen-bonded film degraded, lifting off the PAH/iron oxide layer in addition to anything adhered to the top (outermost surface) of that layer. We were able to release a biofilm of *S. epidermidis* (ATCC# 35984) grown on these PEMs for 24 h under high-nutrient conditions, exposing a clean, unfouled underlying surface (Figure 10).
antibacterial surfaces for airborne bacteria have been demonstrated recently by Cao and Sun, via solvent functionnalization of antibacterial polymer paints (N-halamine-based latex emulsions) to maintain potency over year time scales.179 Of course, such airborne challenges reduce the relevant antibacterial strategies by one, as biocide leaching is not an option. Future work may leverage antibacterial strategies by one, as biocide leaching is not an option. Future work may also be feasible since airborne challenges reduce the relevant antibacterial strategies by one, as biocide leaching is not an option. Further, developing a film that incorporates all the possible antibacterial strategies, including renewed expression of biocide or layer lift-off when fouling resistance of the topmost layer is exhausted, provides an attractive engineering option for preventing surface colonization for extended durations (Figure 11). The potential methods of lift-off include tunable cleavage via pH changes or reduction–oxidation reversible cross-linking, electrical bias, hydrolytic erosion, or enzymatic degradation of polyelectrolytes or crosslinkers. Such renewable biomedical materials can be used in a wide range of laboratory-scale and industrial applications.
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